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INTRODUCTION

From the PPS Library team:

Here is the fifth edition of our interview series held on the
PPS WhatsApp group on 6th July, 2020. The theme for this
edition is "The Poet and His Audience."

In this edition, Godson Bright Peter, a member of PPS,
interviews Adekunbi Lardo, who is popularly known as
LARDO to share more insights on the theme for the edition.

LARDO is a poet, writer, and a phenomenal spoken word
artist. She is a poet/student with EB Arts and a
volunteer/programs coordinator at Custodians of African
Literature(COAL). She has received several awards: winner of
Jos Poetry Slam(JPS) 2018, 1st runner up Abuja Literary Grand
Slam 2019 and 2nd runner up UNWRAP2019(poetry category).
She appeared at the Lagos International Poetry
Festival(LIPFest2018) and as a participant & volunteer in 2019.
Her poem was published in the January2020 issue of Writer's
Space Africa(WSA) magazine. She enjoys a good book,
learning, being around artists, and travelling for fun or art.

Disclaimer:

The content of this document are the original thoughts of the
persons involved. Every other alterations are minor changes
done to improve the comprehensibility of the text. However,
the POVs of the discussants were not altered in any way.

To the Reader:

As it is our goal to provide valuable knowledge for the
development of the members of our community and beyound,
and for the advancement of art, we hope this document
proves valuable to you.

All for the sake of the art! Enjoy reading and learning!



"An audience to a poet is equal to the receivers of the poet's
message."

_LARDO



INTERVIEW

Lardo, can you briefly tell one or two (or even three)
things about your life and art?

Hmmm. . . let's see. About my life: I'm kind of a lazy person; I
am slim because I eat too much and I'm left handed. About
my art: all I can say is, I'd do anything and go anywhere for it.

Hmmm. . .I see we're going with irony tonight.

That's why my fans call me "fat one".

Yeah, and I can just think of one. But Lardo, I guess
you're not 'lazy' enough, considering how far you've come.

I do not think I am far even, considering where I dream to be.

So tell us, being the poet in view tonight, what makes you
a poet?

A person who writes poetry is a poet, I think. I do not think
there's anything deeper than that.

Really, it's that simple? I can think of a couple of people
who'll disagree.

Well, I'm no sage in this field. Disagreement is allowed. But
I'm sure a poet isn't someone who writes blog posts or news.



Yeah, I guess. Certainly not. Moving on, you want me to
believe I just have to write some poems and boom!, I'm a
poet? Come on bard, give something juicy.

If you want to call yourself that. People believe you have to
dedicate to writing poetry before it can be your title. There's
no criteria. My grandfather is a poet, he writes like once in a
year, sometimes he doesn't write; he just recites it from his
head and forgets. He's a poet.

The SPOKENWORD POET is the poet that writes the poem
and takes it up to the stage.

The same thing I need to do to be called "a blogger" is the
same thing I need to do to become a poet. Learn the rules,
obey them or break them; put your work out, or not.

Ok then, I'll take your word for it. So, let me rephrase
then; what makes a 'renowned poet', whether a spoken
word poet or writer?

Renowned poet. I think a poet shouldn't be bothered about
being renowned at first. If that is the aim, one might fall into
the wrong pool. But, all of the renowned poets had one thing
in common: They were very open to ideas, they read a lot,
they wrote the pieces as it should be, they were dedicated to it;
not minding what they had to do to be who they are.

So you're saying, basically: "let the words flow; write
poems. Just keep writing the poems and hopefully, one
day you'll become renowned". Ok... flipping the coin: what
is an audience, or who are the audience?



An audience to a poet is equal to the receivers of the poet's
message.

So, building on that, it is to be assumed that the poet
influences the audience, right?

Very correct!

Are there instances where the audience influence the
poet's performance?

The person in charge of the mic is master over all under the
sound of his voice. The poet will always influence the
audience.

So you've never been in a situation where you write a
piece for a program based on the theme for the event but
had to make some changes, simplify the piece, for the
sake of your audience, in that they may not be
intellectually inclined?

I can relate this, but...either way, you influence the audience.
If you write the piece based on the theme, you're trying to
keep their minds locked on the theme. If you "water it down"
you're trying to bend their minds to their level of
understanding.

The audience can influence the poet too, but not in these ways
you have mentioned.



OK, in what ways then?

One, a not so confident poet walks into a large crowd, starts to
fidget. The audience find a loop hole and starts to boo him.
Guess what, he leaves the stage or faints or continues the
poem anyways.

Second, one thing that can influence also is the mood of the
audience. Trust me, when the crowd is off, a lot of things can
be destroyed in the confidence of the poet.

With these few points of mine...

You sure say 'faint' dey inside?

Personally, I can faint!

Personally, I hope to be there if that ever happens.... What
are some types, forms, categories, sorts, assortments,
classes (you get the point?) of audiences are there?

Unbelievably, honestly, I only know the fine audience and the
one that kills your vibe. The ones that understand your piece
and the ones that just love your name and keep screaming

Picking on this: (a) "The ones that understand your piece"
and (b) "The ones that just love your name and keep
screaming". Which would you say a typical poet will like?

Both please. We are flesh, we need the hype.



But still, one has to be more beneficial; which is it?

Trust me, it is both.

I seem to remember Younglan saying, "you can forget the
poet, but embrace the poem". (Something along those
lines). What do you say about that?

This is for the audience, yeah. You can't be certain everyone
will understand your poem though. We all need the hype, is
all I'm saying.

Younglan is another different thing on his own. I'm not saying
he's wrong though.

Alright then, any last words (not that you're dying or
anything) before the others bring up their questions?

Stay safe. And read.

One thing any writer, poet, performance artist--at least
the intellectual kind--will tell you is: "READ".

Thank you all for your time, followership, participation
(or not) and just for being part of the movement that is
sweeping across the country, poetry.

The poet is one who seeks, finds and embraces the
world(in its depth and wisdom) and relates it in the
languages commonly understood and used in context of
daily happenings.

The audience refers to the people to whom the poet offers



the word and the wisdom he/she has gained from....

Poetry is the future of art, it's immortal; if you haven't,
embrace it. That's what any audience would want to get
from a poet's performance or writing.

And thus, I rest my case. Lardo, thank you so much for
making out time to be placed under the microscope
tonight. You did good ma'am. Merci.

Okay. Thank y'all for having me again. PPS rocks! If there's
nothing else, then I'll have to remind you that the day of THE
GATHERING is nigh and we shouldn't sleep on it.

This is probably me being 'Nigerian'; but can I (or we) get
a 'sneak preview' of THE GATHERING?

Nah.... Y'all have to wait for tomorrow to come. You can only
get a tracklist.

I also have this book recommendation for those who are
interested: The Artist's Way by Julia Cameron. It is awesome,
especially the tasks. If you don't mind, I would love to get
feedback on how and if the book helped any of us.

With these few points of mine...I say, good night!

Thanks once again Lardo, for feeding these hungry souls
a little more, thank you. You rock too!



Questions from Audience

"Do you think being a famous poet is a thing of pride or a
responsibility? Or perhaps only a genuine privilege?"

Being a famous poet is a responsibility. Although, one cannot
run away from the pride it brings once in a while. But it is
more of a responsibility than pride.

"Can I assume then that it's the reason some famous
poets don't bother to take time to listen to the greetings or
concern from their beloved audience or fans?"

That's probably the pride. And what do you mean by
"concerns"?

"Maybe something about the poet's piece. Or something
about just reaching out to the poet. Perhaps just to
establish a stronger poet-fan relationship."

Most times, the approach matters. Remember I said "open to
ideas". The poet should be able to listen, but then, too many
people will have so much to say, if you know what I mean.

"How would really you know it means something if you
didn't listen? (I'm just wondering). I guess it's when you
digest it that you'll know it means something."

Yeah, we should listen. It is important.

"Touché.... And I understand your perspective. I believe
you understand mine too. My point is that I think famous
poets should cherish their fans and audience who spends
their time and resources to listen to them. At times, they
even fight for them."

Yea, true. I understand totally.



"And if that fan tries to reach out, I think it's only
appropriate for the poet to find time and listen to the fan
in return. This perhaps is the responsibility part."

It is.

"Lardo, how do you deal with writers block?"

This question. The truth is, a true writer should be able to
fight blocks. Write forward, backwards, if you have a block,
write about the block.

Also, read. Create a consistent routine for your writing such
that you can't feel comfortable if you don't write.

Let me say this real quick. Socrates said: "People think their
capacity to practice a particular art also gives them wisdom in
other areas where they know nothing".

It is imperative that even as poets who read wide and write
crazy, we must understand that we don't know all. It is a vast
world.



Connect with LARDO via/on:

Facebook: Adekunbi Lardo

Email: adekunbilil@gmail.com

Instagram: @poetic_lardo

Twitter: @poetic_lardo


